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The Vejector 
Root-Vegetables That Knowingly Pop Out Of a Garden On Shabbos 

After going to Faraway Family Farm on 

Faraway Island, (See Excitement in Halacha Vol. 1 

– Battle of the Bug) Mrs. Berger got the 

inspiration to plant an underground root-

vegetable garden. After all the work, she 

wondered aloud to her husband, "How will I 

know when 

these 

vegetables are 

ready?" 

"Say no 

more, I'm on 

the job," Rabbi 

Berger replied.  

After some 

tinkering, 

Rabbi Berger 

staked his 

newest creation next to each plant of the 

underground vegetables. “I have finally 

developed the Vejector. Its solar powered light 

starts blinking when it senses the day the 

vegetables are almost ready. The next day when 

the light goes steady, the ripened vegetables 

automatically eject from the ground.”  

On Thursday, Mrs. Berger noticed that some 

of the Vejectors were blinking. On Friday 

morning, Mrs. Berger took the newest radishes 

and onions that popped from her garden for 

Shabbos. She noticed some other Vejectors were 

blinking.   

Everyone got ready for Shabbos and the men 

went to shul. After davening Rabbi Berger 

noticed the worried look on the faces of four 

unfamiliar bochurim. “Good Shabbos, welcome 

to our shul. Is something the matter? Do you 

have a place to 

eat tonight?”  

The leader 

of the group, 

responded, “On 

our trip the car 

stalled, and we 

are stuck here 

for Shabbos. So 

far we were 

able to arrange 

where to sleep 

tonight, and 

where to eat tomorrow. However, we've had no 

luck finding where to eat tonight.  

“Come to eat by us, I am sure my wife won’t 

mind” answered Rabbi Berger.    

After Rabbi Berger made Kiddush and 

Hamotzie, Mrs. Berger went to the kitchen to 

whip up a second batch of salad. She came back 

to the dining room and offered salad with 

vegetables fresh from her garden.  

After the meal, Mrs. Berger mentioned to her 

husband, “Since we have no onions left, we will 

have to skip tomorrow’s salad.” 
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The next morning, Mrs. Berger noticed an 

onion on the kitchen counter. She asked her son 

Yehoshua before he went out to shul, “Where did 

that onion come from?”  

 

Vegetables are already ripened and you know 

before Shabbos it will be detached, they are not 

muktzah (Shaarei Tziyon 325:26). 

The Rabbonon forbade eating or moving 

vegetables which became detached on Shabbos 

(Mishnah Brurah 322:6, Shaarei Tziyon 322:8). 

They were afraid that if no safeguards were in 

place, a person's desire might overcome him and 

before realizing it, he will inadvertently desecrate 

Shabbos by picking produce that are still 

attached – Kotzeir (Mishnah Brurah 325:22, 6). It 

seems that Chazal felt that not allowing one to 

eat that which becomes detached on Shabbos 

serves as a sufficient reminder to raise awareness 

of not plucking vegetables. Produce that we 

know became detached before Shabbos may be 

eaten on Shabbos (Mishnah Brurah 322:5).  

Chazal are only concerned where vegetables 

are easily accessible. Where produce is difficult to 

retrieve Chazal were not apprehensive that a 

person would desecrate Shabbos. For example, if 

vegetables are buried deep underground and 

tools are necessary to unearth them (Tosfos 

Bei’ah 3a s.v. gezairah), then Chazal assume that 

during the hassle and bother of trying to acquire 

them, he will remember that it is Shabbos 

(Shaarei Tziyon 325:26). Therefore if produce of 

this sort somehow became detached on Shabbos 

they would still be permissible, since there was 

never a Rabbinic decree on that produce.  

It is forbidden to gather produce in the place 

that it was grown, unless it was obtained to be 

eaten one at a time (Shulchon Aruch 340:9, 

Mishnah Brurah 322:6). Therefore, it is permitted 

to take one onion that popped out of the garden 

on Shabbos. 

“I’ll ask tatty when he comes from shul, where 

the onion came from,” Mrs. Berger told Yehoshua 

as he left to shul. 

Rabbi Berger came home after davening 

shacharis vasikin. Before Mrs. Berger had a 

chance to ask anything, Rabbi Berger inquired, 

“Did you use the onion I left you on the counter? I 

took it from what the garden popped up today.”     

Needless to say, the Berger’s salad that 

Shabbos was never fresher.  

 

 

 

 

 Yehoshua responded, “I doubt that this 
vegetable popped out the garden today. Isn’t 
the general rule is that anything that was 
assur during bein hashmashos remains 

muktzah for the entire Shabbos (Shulchon 
Aruch 310:3). Those vegetables were still 

attached to the earth at the onset of 
Shabbos and are muktzah (Tosfos, Rashba, 

Meiri on Bei’ah 3a)?” 
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